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Reviewer's report:

Minor Essential Revisions

1. Results, Table 1: MV = Missing values? Authors should indicate clearly, that these are numbers and not percent values.
2. Results, Table 1-5: DR = Dominican Republic as a footnote.
3. Results, Table 2-5: the tables are too crowded: two decimals in some columns are useless; there are no major differences among the crude beta and adj. beta values, authors could indicate the range of them and the exceptions in the text.
4. Results, Table 6: there is a superfluous line above the last row.
5. Results, last sentence: in the practice we d'ont count half a word in testing the recall. I suggest other statistical approach or changes in interpretation.
6. References: 26. Tallberg at al.: volume and pages are not indicated.

Level of interest: An article whose findings are important to those with closely related research interests

Quality of written English: Acceptable

Statistical review: Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the statistics.
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